
indie 
residential, freestanding lounge 

designed by Justin Champaign - Most Modest 
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indie 

A contemporary, freestanding lounge 
collection that embraces the current trend of 
a relaxed sit with styling towards residential 
aesthetics. Tailored to users needs as they 
shift throughout the day – providing comfort 
and flexibility with no ground rules. 
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indie 

work + home 
 
bringing the feeling of home into 
the workspace, Indie yields an 
inviting sit while withstanding 
public space usage and 
maintaining JSI’s current 
warranty timeframe of 15 years. 
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indie 
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a cohesive offering 



phase one 
 
leg lounge 
low lounge 
tables 
poufs 
ottomans 
lamps 

indie 
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indie 

not your traditional workspace 
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organic aesthetics 
 
casual, relaxed sit 
organic aesthetics 
          false welt 
          legs sit proud of table top 
          built in comfort wrinkles 
          honestly crafted 

indie 
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indie 

functional aesthetics 
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indie 

lounge accessories 
 
adaptable lounge accessories 
provide additional convenience and 
storage for open, collaborative 
environments. 
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indie 

lounge accessories 
 
knob 
hanging power 
magazine pouch 
free placement power 
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indie 
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materials 
 
use fabrics that lend 
themselves to this type of 
upholstery and avoid those 
that don’t such as: 
 
thin fabrics 
very stretchy fabrics 
fabrics with thick backers 
large print patterns 
 



indie 

wrinkles 
 
wrinkles will vary based on 
fabric selection. Heavy backed 
fabrics will have deeper, more 
apparent wrinkles in comparison 
to lighter weight upholstery. Lighter 
weight fabrics will also have a false 
welt with less structure and volume 
in comparison to heavier fabrics. 
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Heavy backed fabrics Lighter weight fabrics 



indie 

patterns/stripes 
 
we will always try our best with 
customer fabric selections, but 
heavy patterns and stripes are not 
suggested due to Indie’s organic 
aesthetic and curves and how these 
patterns and stripes will come 
together at the seams. 
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indie 

contrasting cords 
 
colored fabric cord designed 
by Most Modest. 
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optional headrests 
 
headrests available on leg lounge 
for added comfort and style. 



indie 
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flexible functionality 
 
from the traditional workspace to a 
more open collaborative 
environment, Indie’s simple form 
and easy mobility is perfect for 
casual meetings or more focused, 
individual work. 



indie 

Freestanding screens and wall tiles create 
privacy and acoustical barriers for high 
traffic areas. 
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indie 

public or private – you decide 
 
create private alcoves or small 
collaborative spaces with Indie’s 
freestanding panels or decorate 
your space with dual functionality 
wall tiles. 
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phase two 
 
wall tiles 
freestanding screens 
accessories 
 
 

indie 
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indie 

visual aesthetic + functionality 
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indie 
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conversation cubbie 
 
single 
double 
triple 
 
 



indie 
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designed division 
 
create private alcoves within a 
public space with Indie 
freestanding screens. Achieve 
seated privacy without interrupting 
views with 48” high, or, for added 
privacy and sounds separation, 60” 
screens are also available. 
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freestanding screens 
 
space division 
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freestanding screens 
 
space division 



aesthetics 
 
organic aesthetics 

false welt 
slide on mixed material feet 
living hinge 
fold + stack for easy storage/shipment 

indie 
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indie 

screen + wall tile accessories 
 
coat/accessory knob 
sconce 
magazine pouch 
shelves – single/double/triple 
planter– single/double/triple 
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freestanding screen hook vs. wall tile hook 



indie 

Additional resources can be 
found at jsifurniture.com 
(click here!) 
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